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Donald Trump’s Courage Awakens Lady Justice

On April 4, 2023, for the first time in our history, a former

President of the United States was arrested and arraigned.

If you didn’t see it, you should know that he was dragged

before a hostile population already scheming to be his

juror/jailers, into a court system where judges are too

intimidated to apply the Constitution or the laws, by

prosecutors in the mold of Torquemada, Javert, or the

Grand Inquisitor (take your pick). Watching the spectacle

invited the clear and sober thought: If they could, they

would kill him, and not just seek his public humiliation.

Why did they really choose to time this atrocity during

Easter week?

The charges once revealed, however, make no sense to

anyone, including the rabid lawyers on the Democrats’ side

of our nation’s manufactured division. The entire legal

landscape, now transformed to a weapon of war, seems

unrecognizable in the America of Franklin, Hamilton,

Washington, Lincoln, or Roosevelt. But they did know this

as the British Empire which they continuously fought. The

stars of our fake media proclaimed all week: “We have

crossed the Rubicon,” meaning doing something from

which there will never be a return. And they tell us, they

plan even more of these spectacles, in Georgia and

Washington, D.C. consisting of equally absurd charges in

equally mean and hating venues.

But like in Percy Shelley’s famous poem, The

Masque of Anarchy something unanticipated happened,
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almost like an out-of-the-blue thunderclap. The President,

who was supposed to be humiliated, stood defiant and

outlined in detail the eight-year crime spree engaged in by

the regime which hates him and his resurgent movement of

American patriots . A great protest, you see, has arisen
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monumentally throughout the land.

No, this will not stand, an awake population emphatically

declared, shedding the fear which before had left them

angry, yet silent. The great recognition is now taking place:

We are many, you are few. Trump’s courage is infectious. It
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spreads and emboldens. By the end of the week, he had

surged in the polls to lead the entire 2024 field as Lady

Justice, so recklessly demeaned, awakened once again,

boldly, in the American conscience. Our enemies, caught

unaware, now cower, and hide. Many of them loudly

denounced Manhattan DA Alvin Bragg for abject stupidity

in bringing these charges.

Something else is also at work now. Billionaire

visionary Elon Musk bought Twitter, a key organ, it turns

out, of the security state. He gave a crew of real journalists

access to that portion of the security state responsible for

censoring thought and brainwashing the conforming into

raging obedience. The journalists’ findings are now coming

out .
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There is also a House of Representatives which the people

elected to act for them and eliminate this alien security state

and war machine from our Republic. President Trump has

asked you, as a citizen, to demand that your Representative

defund the national security state now and to persist in that

demand until it is done.

We have a chance, in this new land, to find justice once

again. We have a chance, in this new land, for a Republic

dedicated to promoting the general welfare once again, not

the central banks, not the financier looting class, not the

war machine, not the satanic cults of death. We have a real

chance, for the first time in an awfully long time. It will not

last long. It demands that we take it. And as FDR said, “The

only thing we have to fear is fear itself.” Donald J. Trump

just showed us that once again.
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